Demo of Test Wiseness

1. What is the primary purpose of the cluss in frumpaling?
   A. To remove cluss-prangs
   B. To patch tremalls
   C. To loosen cloughs
   D. To repair plumots

2. The fribbled breg will ninter best with an
   A. mors
   B. ignu
   C. derst
   D. sortar

3. Why does the sigla frequently overfesk the trelsum?
   A. All siglas are mellious
   B. Siglas are always votial
   C. The trelsum is usually tarious
   D. No trelsa are directly feskable

4. Trassign normally occurs under which of the following conditions
   A. When dissles frull
   B. When lusp trasses the vom
   C. When the belgo licks easily
   D. When the viskal flans, if the viskal is zortil

5. What probable causes are indicated when doss occurs in a compots?
   A. The sabs foped and the doths tinzed
   B. The kredges roted with the rot
   C. The rakogs were not accepted in the sluth
   D. The polats were thenced in the sluth

6. The nintering function of the ignu is most effectively performed in connection with the
   A. arazma tol
   B. fribbled breg
   C. groshing stantol
   D. fralled stantels